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GUI components

Slider

function slider1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
%        get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine range of slider

handles.x = get(hObject, ‘Value’ )
handles.minx = get(hObject, ‘Min’ ) 

set (handles.slider1, ‘Value’, 10)
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To plot two line (horizontal and vertical) according to sliders positions
we should define a function like this:
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GUI example 3

Default values for handles.xpos and handles.ypos could be defined at
the start of m-file just before guidata(hObject, handles);

Corresponding code should be added to sliders callback function to
plot each time user change the position of sliders:



Exercise 9

Create a GUI to plot a Gaussian
function using sliders for tuning
parameters.



GUI components

Radio button

function radiobutton1_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider

h = get(hObject, ‘Value’ )

When button is selected, the function will return 1, otherwise it will return 0.



GUI components

Button group

Button group component has no callback function.
When you have a group of radio buttons, just one of them can be selected.
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GUI components

Check box

function checkbox1_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
%        get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to determine range of slider

h = get(hObject, ‘Value’ )

When box is selected, the function will return 1, otherwise it will return 0.



GUI components

Edit text

function edit1_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to slider1 (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of edit1 as text
%        str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of edit1 as a double
x = get(hObject, ‘String’ )
y = str2double(get(hObject, ‘String’ ))

function will return the entered string
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Exercise 10

Create a GUI to plot a surf for peaks
with ‘two slider’ and corresponding
‘edit texts’ for tuning azimuth and
elevation of view.


